Abstract : The recent Great East Japan Earthquake and Thailand floods made the supply and procurement of parts difficult and caused a downstream production stop. Such a stoppage of a supply chain results in the concerned mixed-production lines being thrown into confusion. Designing robust mixed-model assembly lines is one of the critical issues for responding effectively to supply and demand fluctuations. In this study, the relationships between alteration of the mixing ratio and line length are considered under the assumption of the same planning period length. Based on these relationships, a procedure of designing a robust mixed-model assembly line is shown with a numerical analysis example.
Introduction
A mixed-model assembly line is a factory line system prepared beforehand, in which two or more specific kinds of articles are produced continuously. It is also called a mixed product line production system. Under a mixed-model assembly line, work procedures are almost the identical for articles, and so they can be produced together. Such manufacturing systems are intended to realize production of a wide variety of many products in small lots, with the overall aims of securing a certain quantity of production along with economies of scale.
However, flooding due to the Great East Japan Earthquake recently stopped the supply chain. Supply became difficult, since downstream production stopped. Such a stoppage of a supply chain results in the concerned mixed-model assembly lines being thrown into confusion.
Therefore, in addition to the market change, it became clear that robustness over the supply change was also required. Robustness in production management is defined as the condition in which a product or process design remains relatively stable with a minimum of variation, even though factors that influence operations or usage, such as environment and wear, are constantly changing [1] .
Until now, only a few studies have researched the robust design of the mixed-model assembly line, even though the problem is critical in real-life situations. Xu and Xiao [2] , [3] introduced robust optimization approaches to balance mixed-model assembly lines with uncertain task times and daily model mix changes. Hazira and Dolguib examined line balancing under uncertainty and presented two robust optimization models [4] . These papers take the optimization approach and propose algo- rithms useful for certain ranges of circumstances.
Hiraki et al. [5] specified the relations between maximum work congestion and system factors of the mixed-model assembly line by conducting numerical experiments. In their experiments, the model sequence was optimized by the Branch & Bound method developed by Mitsumori [6] . However, optimization approaches do not necessarily provide structural insight on designing robust mixed-model assembly lines.
This study takes a physical performance analysis approach to propose a framework for designing robust mixed-model assembly lines. Algorithms for optimization are not included. Instead, the purpose of this study is to provide design guidelines, including the model sequence factor.
Here, alteration of the mixing ratio is set as one of the variation factors in the mixed-model assembly line. The relationships between alteration of the mixing ratio and line length are considered first under the assumption of the same planning period length. Based on the results, a method of designing a robust mixed-model assembly line is shown with a numerical analysis example.
Research Methodology

Basic Assumptions
In building system models, the following basic assumptions are made to evaluate the line length under mixing ratio variations.
(1) Moving operations are assumed. Thus, the length of a station becomes the addition of the cycle time and the working area allowances.
(2) Complete line balancing is assumed for the original mixing ratio. When the mixing ratio varies from the original, line balancing becomes incomplete.
(3) The line operates under the line balancing of the original mixing ratio. The line is designed so that the working area allowances absorb possible mixing ratio variations. Even if the model mixing ratio is altered from the original mix-ing ratio, the original line balancing and the planning period length do not change. This means that the cycle time has to adjust to that of the bottleneck station throughout all preceding and succeeding stations after the mixing ratio alteration.
(4) Model sequences are assumed to be cyclic. Operation times are static.
(5) Sufficient sizes of working area allowance are prepared. In non-bottleneck stations, the working area allowance remains the same as that of the original mixing ratio. The unbalance between two successive stations is adjusted in the workers' idle times. Therefore, stations are closed, as in [7] .
The terms in Figure 1 are defined as follows: The line length L depends on the model sequence. The original line length is defined as the maximum of L by each model sequence.
Formulation
Assumption (5) leads to the problem of this paper: a single station problem with the original mixing ratio. A numerical analysis example of the single station case is given in Section 3.
Two system criteria feasibility and line length bounds, are analyzed in the function of two manufacturing environmental variables, variations of operation times between models and variations of the mixing ratio altered from the original mixing ratio. The criteria and the variables are defined as follows:
F is defined as follows:
where S LE : The number of model sequences in which the line length after the alteration of the mixing ratio is less than or equal to that of the original line length S : The number of all possible model sequences after the alteration of the mixing ratio
In other words, F is a ratio of model sequences in which the line length remains within the original line length for all possible model sequences after the mixing ratio alteration. High feasibility means that many feasible model sequences exist.
Being feasible or not being feasible depends on the model sequences set after a mixing ratio alteration. This criterion also depends on the operation times assigned to a station. The original cycle time should be adjusted to rebalance the load of the station of concern, since the line balancing in the original mixing ratio becomes unbalanced in the altered mixing ratio.
(2) Bounds and average of the line length after mixing ratio
A different model sequence produces a different line length. The upper and lower bounds, and the averages of the line length after the mixing ratio alteration are used to describe the range of the line length distribution. These are denoted as follows: ϵ is the variance of operation times between models assigned to a station and is defined as follows:
where N: The number of models assembled X: The average value of the total operation times of N models assigned to a station
The total operation times of model i assigned to a station (2) Variations of the mixing ratio altered from the original mixing ratio (δ)
δ is defined as follows: 
Numerical Analysis: Single Station Case
In the numerical analysis, it is assumed that three models (A, B, and C) are assembled with the mixing ratio 1:1:1. The original line length is the 1:1:1 mixing ratio case. The cycle time is assumed to be 7. In this case, one model sequence completes in 21 time units. If a, b, and c denote the operation times of models A, B, and C, respectively, assigned to a station, then the number of combinations of a, b, and c (a≤b, c, a+b+c=21) is 37. Here, a, b, and c are assumed to be integers. The 37 cases consist of 10 cases (a=1), 8 cases (a=2), 7 cases (a=3), 5 cases (a=4), 4 cases (a=5), 2 cases (a=6), and one case (a=7). Table 1 shows the original line length with the a and b combinations, where c is given by the equation c=21-(a+b). In this case, the original line length does not depend on the model sequences, since A, B, and C are substantially identical. The results in Table 1 are obtained by the simulation illustrated in Figure 1 . It is clarified that the line length becomes shorter as the operation times become more balanced between models.
Original Line Length
Feasibility
If the mixing ratio is altered to 1:1:2, the resultant line length varies depending on both operation times and model sequences. , and so on, and one case (a=19). Table 3 summarizes the feasibility in the original line length when the mixing ratio is altered from 1:1:1 to 1:1:2. In Table 3 , c=21-(a +b), since the original cycle time is assumed to be 7.
In the case of No.21 for model sequence ACBC in Table  2 , the line length is equal to the original line length. Thus, F is 1/3 (=0.333). This means that in the case of a=2, b=2, and c=17, the assembly is feasible for model sequence ACBC, even if the mixing ratio is altered to 1:1:2. The balanced cycle times depends on the operation times as follows: Ct=(a +b+2c)/(1+1+2).
From the results of Table 3 , the following observations are obtained.
(1) If the assigned operation times of the model of which the ratio is increased (c) are small, then the assembly operations remain feasible.
(2) If the assigned operation times of the model of which the ratios are not altered are mutually equal, then the assembly operations remain feasible. Table 4 shows the relationships between the upper and lower bounds (L U , L L ), and the average of the line length (L A ) and the operation time variations between models (ϵ) when the mixing ratio is altered to 1:1:2. The results of 1:2:1 and 2:1:1 cases are the same as those of 1:1:2, since A, B, and C are identical. From Table 4 , the following observations are obtained.
Relationships between Variations of Operation Times between Models and Bounds of Line Length
(1) The lower bounds are not equal to the original line length, since the cycle times are altered in accordance with the mixing ratio alteration. Table 5 gives the value of variations of the mixing ratio. The relationships between the variations of operation times between models (ϵ) and the upper and lower bounds (L U , L L ), and the averages of the line length (L A ) analyzed in other mixing ratios are listed in Table 5 . The experimental results are summarized in Table 6 . From the results given in Tables 4 and 6 , the following observations are obtained. Table 4 Relationship between bounds of the line length (L U , L L , L A ) and operation time variations between models (ϵ) when the mixing ratio is altered to 1:1:2 
Relationships between Variations of the Mixing Ratio (δ) and Bounds of the Line Length
Discussion: Multi-station Case
Line Length in Multi-station Case
When the mixing ratio is altered, the cycle time balancing the operation times assigned to a station becomes different from the original cycling time. The cycle time that makes the multimodel assembly operate properly needs to be the maximum one throughout the stations. Thus, stations except the bottleneck station have to follow a larger cycle time than needed.
Workers in the non-bottleneck stations can finish operations within the line length given under the balanced cycle time. However, these workers consequently experience idle times, since the balanced cycle time is shorter than the unified cycle time of the bottleneck station. Figure 2 summarizes the proposed procedure for determining the line length robust to mixing ratio variations. Table 7 demonstrates an example of designing a robust multimodel assembly line. The line has to operate with cycle time 7.75 throughout stations resulting from the mixing ratio alteration. Table 7 provides the line length needed with the mixing ratio alteration.
Proposed Design Procedure and Numerical Example
It is assumed that the original line balancing is provided through the traditional procedure shown in Table 7 under the mixing ratio 1:1:1 with the cycle time 7. Thus, the original line length becomes 70.00. However, it is assumed that the manager decides to make the line robust to the mixing ratio alteration of 1:1:2 (Figure 2, 1) ). The balanced cycle times of each station are calculated (Figure 2, 2) ). It is found that stations 1 and 2 is the bottleneck with the cycle time 7.75. Thus, the cycle time throughout stations becomes 7.75 (Figure 2, 3) ). Based on the operation time variations at each station, the upper bounds of the line length are determined from Table 4 . The total length is 86.6 ( Figure 2, 4) ). With this length, any model sequence is feasible, since the upper bounds of line lengths are set for each station.
These results strongly suggest that balancing the operation times between models is very important not only in reducing the working area allowance, but also in providing robustness against mixing ratio variations. 
Conclusion
This paper presents a new procedure of designing a mixedmodel assembly line robust to mixing ratio alteration by simulating the relationships between line length, mixing ratio, and model sequence. The feasibility of assembly in a station after a mixing ratio alteration, when no additional allowance is provided, is discussed. Then, the upper bounds of line length are investigated. Based on the results, a design procedure and a numerical analysis example of determining the line length are presented.
